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Resource Center
• Find more information on other insurance implications 

at bbinsurance.com/covid19

• Resource Links:

• WHO - www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus

• CDC - www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

• National Business Group on Health -
https://www.businessgrouphealth.org/topics/blog/the-evolving-
situation-of-coronavirus-what-we-know-and-what-we-dont

• OSHA – www.osha.gov

Q&A
• Please submit any questions in the Live Chat feature of this webinar 

or direct them directly to your service team.

How We Can Support

https://www.bbinsurance.com/covid19
http://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.businessgrouphealth.org/topics/blog/the-evolving-situation-of-coronavirus-what-we-know-and-what-we-dont
http://www.osha.gov/
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Questions or Issues? Email the Brown & Brown Employee Benefits Technology Center at bbreliefsupport@bbebtech.com.

Online Portal with Access to Discounts On: 

• Health & Behavioral Health Services

• Family Care & Child Learning

• Financial Wellness offered by Prudential 

• Pet Care

• Home & Home Office Discounts

• Food & Food Delivery Services

• General Household & Office Supplies

Brown & Brown Relief Center
Available to Anyone in Need
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COVID-19 Return to the Workplace Toolkit
Contact Your Service Team for Access
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Employment Law Helpline
Available to Current Customers at Deeply Discounted Rate

Contact Your Service Team for Additional Information

Provided by FordHarrison LLP
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The information in this program is based upon the very dynamic and evolving outbreak of 
respiratory disease caused by a novel (new) coronavirus that was first detected in China 
and which has now been detected in more than 100 locations internationally, including in 
the United States. The virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2” and the disease it causes has 
been named “coronavirus disease 2019” (abbreviated “COVID-19”). The information 
presented is current as of the date of this program, but it may change in the coming hours 
and days ahead. Participants are encouraged to refer to information from the U.S. Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC” at www.cdc.gov).

The information provided in this live stream does not, and is not intended to, constitute 
legal, tax, or medical advice; instead, all information, content and materials available in this 
program are for general informational purposes only. Information on this live stream may 
not constitute the most up-to-date legal, tax, medical or other information. This program 
contains links and references to other third-party websites. Such links are only for the 
convenience of the participant, users or browser; Brown & Brown, Inc. and its teammates 
are not responsible for the contents of the third-party sites.

Participants in this live stream program should contact their attorney or tax advisor to obtain 
advice with respect to any particular legal matter or tax issue. Likewise, participants in this 
live stream program should contact their health care professional to obtain advice with 
respect to any particular medical question. No participant, user, or browser of this program 
should act or refrain from acting on the basis of information in this program without first 

seeking legal, tax, or medical advice from a professional in your area. Only your individual 
attorney, tax advisor, or health care professional can provide assurances that the 
information contained herein – and your interpretation of it – is applicable or appropriate to 
your particular situation. Use of, and access to, this live stream program or any of the links 
or resources contained within this program do not create an attorney-client relationship, or 
doctor-patient relationship, between the participant, user, or browser and program 
presenters, authors, contributors, contributing third party organizations, or their 
employees/agents. All liability with respect to actions taken or not taken based on contents 
of this site are hereby expressly disclaimed. The content on this presentation is provided “as 
is;” no representations are made that the content is error-free.

Please be advised that any and all information, comments, analysis, and/or 
recommendations set forth relative to the possible impact of COVID-19 on potential 
insurance coverage or other policy implications are intended solely for informational 
purposes and should not be relied upon as legal or medical advice. As an insurance broker, 
we have no authority to make coverage decisions as that ability rests solely with the issuing 
carrier. Therefore, all claims should be submitted to the carrier for evaluation. The positions 
expressed herein are opinions only and are not to be construed as any form of guarantee or 
warranty. Finally, given the extremely dynamic and rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation, the 
commentary herein does not take into account any applicable pending or future legislation 
introduced with the intent to override, alter or amend current policy language.

Disclaimer
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Clinical and Medical 
Response Update

With Dr. Louise Short
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Influenza COVID-19

Vaccine & Treatment Available –
Encourage flu shots

The Race for the Vaccine & 
Therapeutic Treatments

“Twindemic” 
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Flu Shot FAQ

Do I Need a Flu 
Shot every Year?

How much do 
flu shots cost?

When should I 
get a flu shot?

How can I distinguish flu 
& COVID symptoms?

Where can I 
get a flu shot?
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Getting to Herd Immunity
The probability of reaching COVID-19 herd immunity in the United States is highest in the third or 
fourth quarter of 2021 but could shift. 

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-services/our-insights/when-will-the-covid-19-pandemic-end
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Source: https://www.bmj.com/content/370/bmj.m3223

Meetings & Gatherings
What is Working?

Casey, please 
show this graphic 
full screen – not 

the slide
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Return to Workplace Considerations

Strategy

Protocols

• Phased reopening based on data
• Extended WFH policy for high-risk employees
• Consider status of schools and transportation

• Screening
• Testing
• Contact Tracing

Workplace Controls

• Transmission in the community (Rt)
• COVID positivity rate and level of testing
• Trend in new cases

• Risk mitigation
• Strict visitor policy
• Limited travel
• Personal protective equipment

Analytics
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Holiday Travel

58% of Americans are
not planning holiday travel 

(down 31M from 2019)

Air travel still 25-30% of last 
year on most days 

Winter holiday bookings 
down 65.4% from 2019

(as of August 2020)

65.4%

Before, during and after travel: Consider your risk level and those that live with you, check the 
case data for the past week in the area you are traveling to, and check traveler restrictions. 
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Holiday Travel
During Travel:
• Wear a mask to keep your nose 

and mouth covered when in 
public settings.

• Avoid close contact by staying 
at least 6 feet apart (about 2 
arms’ length) from anyone who 
is not from your household.

• Wash your hands often or use 
hand sanitizer (with at least 
60% alcohol).

• Avoid contact with anyone who 
is sick.

• Avoid touching your eyes, 
nose, and mouth.

After Travel:
• When around others, stay at 

least 6 feet (about 2 arms’ 
length) from other people who 
are not from your household. It 
is important to do this 
everywhere, both indoors and 
outdoors.

• Wear a mask to keep your nose 
and mouth covered when you 
are outside of your home.

• Wash your hands often or use 
hand sanitizer (with at least 
60% alcohol).

• Watch your health and look for 
symptoms of COVID-19. Take 
your temperature if you feel 
sick.

Higher Risk Activities:
• Being in an area that is 

experiencing high levels of 
COVID-19.

• Going to a large social gathering 
like a wedding, funeral, or party

• Attending a mass gathering like a 
sporting event, concert, or 
parade.

• Being in crowds — for example, 
in restaurants, bars, airports, bus 
and train stations, or movie 
theaters.

• Traveling on a cruise ship or river 
boat.

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/map-and-travel-notices.html      https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html
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M A R R I O T T  B O N V O Y  S T O R Y:  B R A N D  I N T R O D U C T I O N
OUR BRANDS

Our unrivaled, extraordinary portfolio of brands has something for every traveler. 
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M A R R I O T T  G L O B A L  C L E A N L I N E S S  C O U N C I L
MARRIOTT COMMITMENT TO CLEAN

Marriott has long been recognized as a hospitality leader for its strong culture, exacting
standards, and rigorous training. Now, when guests are in our hotels, they will notice a number
of additions to our cleaning regimen designed to set even higher standard of cleanliness for the
hotels:

Our Culture of Clean

Daily 
Reinforcement 

On-property 
Cleanliness Champion 

Updated + Ongoing 
Training 

Paid Sick Leave 
(MxM only)

Hygiene and Cleanliness Less Contact, More Connection

» Hand sanitizer stations at high customer
touch points

» Signage promoting social distancing, hand
hygiene, and cleanliness

» Limit associate room entry during guest
stay (housekeeping, in-room dining)

» Eliminate shared reuse items

Cleaning and Disinfection PPE

» Utilization of EPA-approved cleaning and
disinfecting agents

» Surface disinfecting wipes in guest room

» Face coverings required as part of
uniforms for all associates and guests

» Temperature checks for associates prior
to work
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Save 
The Date

for our next live stream

Friday, October 9, 2020
2pm ET


